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ABSTRACT
Analysis and Optimization of VLSI Clock Distribution
Networks for Skew Variability Reduction. (August 2004)
          Anand Kumar Rajaram, B.E, Anna University
Co–Chairs of Advisory Committee: Dr. Jiang Hu
Dr. Rabi Mahapatra
As VLSI technology moves into the Ultra-Deep Sub-Micron (UDSM) era, manu-
facturing variations, power supply noise and temperature variations greatly affect the per-
formance and yield of VLSI circuits. Clock Distribution Network (CDN), which is one of
the biggest and most important nets in any synchronous VLSI chip, is especially sensitive
to these variations. To address this problem variability-aware analysis and optimization
techniques for VLSI circuits are needed. In the first part of this thesis an analytical bound
for the unwanted skew due to interconnect variation is established. Experimental results
show that this bound is safer, tighter and computationally faster than existing approaches.
This bound could be used in variation-aware clock tree synthesis.The second part of the
thesis deals with optimizing a given clock tree to minimize the unwanted skew variations.
Non-tree CDNs have been recognized as a promising approach to overcome the variation
problem. We propose a novel non-tree CDN obtained by adding cross links in an exist-
ing clock tree. We analyze the effect of the link insertion on clock skew variability and
propose link insertion schemes. The non-tree CDNs so obtained are shown to be highly
tolerant to skew variability with very little increase in total wire-length. This can be used
in applications such as ASIC design where a significant increase in the total wire-length is
unacceptable.
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1CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
When the VLSI feature size becomes progressively smaller, moving into the Ultra-Deep
Sub-Micron Technology era, previously negligible variation effects start to affect circuit
performance and yield significantly. Some of the most important variation effects are man-
ufacturing variations [1], temperature variation and power supply noise [2], which are very
difficult to be modeled. In many cases, the information about the variation effects are not
available during design time, making it even more difficult to control them.
In synchronous VLSI circuits, the Clock Distribution Networks (CDNs) are especially
affected by these variation effects. Since the complete synchronous circuit operation is
being coordinated by the clock signal, any unwanted skew in the CDNs will adversely affect
the performance of the entire chip. Also, since the clock skew is a lower bound for clock
period, the unwanted skew due to variations form a bottleneck preventing improvement on
clock frequency and thereby circuit operational speed.
In order to overcome the variation problem and to make circuits work reliably even in
the presence of variations, a variation-aware circuit design methodology is needed. Two
important aspects of any variation-aware circuit design methodology are ’variation model-
ing & analysis’ and ’variability-aware optimization’. In variation modeling & analysis, the
objective is usually to derive a model for a particular variation effect that can be used to
predict the circuit performance. For example, one can obtain a model for effect of temper-
ature variation on circuit performance. Once such a model has been obtained, that can be
used during the planning and design phase of the circuit to make sure that the circuit will
operate under all temperature conditions. In variability-aware optimization, the objective
The journal model is IEEE Transactions on Automatic Control.
2is to come-up with novel optimization methods which make the circuits more tolerant to
variations. One such example is the wire-sizing optimization [3] done so as to make the
clock tree more tolerant to wire-width variation.
A. Analytical Bound for Clock Skew
In the first part of this thesis, we derive an analytical bound for the unwanted skew cause
by the variations in the interconnect width. Interconnect variations result from many non-
ideal conditions in manufacturing process such as etching error, mask mis-alignment and
spot defects. For clock networks, these variations cause clock skew variations or unwanted
skews. In modern high performance circuit designs, process variation induced clock skew is
taking a greater and greater portion of clock period time. It is found in [4] that interconnect
variations may cause up to 25% clock skew variations. Therefore, it is very important to
model the impact of interconnect variations on clock network performance so that it can be
considered during circuit/clock design.
In this work, we concentrate on the effect of wire width variation on clock skew.
Interconnect width is the dominating factor compared to other wire parameters such as
wire thickness because wire width shrinks faster under the non-uniform technology scaling
and is considerably smaller than the thickness. We attempt to find an analytical bound for
unwanted clock skew due to wire width variation using wire-shaping analysis used in delay
driven Physical Design optimizations. Experimental results shows that our skew bound is
safer and faster than existing methods.
B. Cross-link Based Non-tree CDN
In the second part of the thesis, we attempt to address the problem of making a CDN toler-
ant to the variation effects. There are several ways in which a CDN can be made to be tol-
3erant to the variations. Some of them are buffer sizing and interconnect width sizing[5, 6],
process variation aware routing[7, 8] and non-tree clock routing[9, 10]. Among these meth-
ods, the non-tree routing is usually the most effective because of the existance of redundant
paths. Existence of redundant paths makes the delays in the sinks highly correlated and
that can be used to make the skew variation very small.
In this work, we propose a new type of non-tree clock routing which is obtained by
inserting links in an existing clock tree. We analyze the effects of inserting links in a clock
tree using the tree/link delay evaluation work[11]. Based on the analysis, we propose link
insertion algorithms which will convert a given clock tree to non-tree quickly. The links
are inserted in the locations where they will be most effective to reduce skew variability.
Experimental results on the link based non-tree CDNs so obtained shows that they are
significantly tolerant to the skew variability with very little increase in the wire-length and
power.
4CHAPTER II
BACKGROUND AND PROPOSED RESEARCH
This chapter talks about some of the previous works that has been done in the areas of pro-
cess variation modeling & analysis, clock skew estimation and reduction. It also introduces
the basic idea of our research in both analysis and optimization for skew variability.
A. Reliable Worst Case Clock Skew Estimation
Realizing the importance of process variations, many works have been carried out to model
their effect [12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19]. One of the important objectives of these model-
ing works is to find a reliable estimation on the worst case timing performance induced by
process variations. This can be either the worst delay along timing critical paths in timing
analysis or the worst skew in a clock network. The estimation results can be applied as a
feedback to guide further design iterations.
One common approach to find the worst case performance is to run Monte Carlo sim-
ulations for a certain number of iterations and pick the worst case performance among the
results. In order to obtain a reliable estimation, the number of iterations is generally very
large and consequently the high computational cost makes this method impractical for use
during design. Another straightforward technique is to estimate the performance only at
corner points of process variations. Even though this technique is computationally fast, it
is overly pessimistic in estimating the worst case delay due to gate process variations as the
correlations among the gates are neglected. Therefore, the corner-point technique is useful
only when a loose bound needs to be found quickly. In seeking a good balance between
estimation quality and runtime, probability based approaches [13, 19] and interval analysis
method [12] has been proposed to establish a bound for the worst case timing performance.
5Our proposed technique is based on the observation that estimating the worst case
skew due to wire width variation is closely related to the non-uniform wire sizing problem
in physical optimizations. That is, estimating the worst case skew between any two sinks
can be viewed as the problem of finding min/max delay wire shaping. Using this key
observation, we derive an analytical bound for the worst case skew between any two sinks.
Experimental results show that our bound is both safer and faster than interval analysis
method [12].
B. Clock Skew Variation Reduction and Non-tree Clock Routing
Aimed to reduce the effect of variation on clock skew, numerous clock routing works have
been proposed [5, 6, 8, 9, 20, 21]. Among these works, non-tree clock routing [6, 8, 9, 20,
21] is a promising approach, since clock signal that propagates through multiple paths can
compensate each other on variations.
Existing non-tree clock networks can be categorized as 1-dimensional structure [8, 21]
and 2-dimensional structure [6, 9, 20]. One of the first non-tree clock routing works[8]
is a 1-dimensional approach (see Figure 1(a)). In the method of [8], a fat metal piece,
which is called center chunk, is placed in each subregion and the sinks in each subregion
is connected to it directly. A center chunk is driven by a binary tree from the clock source.
Since a center chunk is fat and driven at multiple points, the skew between any points on it
is negligible.
Another similar approach is the spine method[21] which is employed in PentiumTM4
microprocessor and illustrated in Figure 1(b). Obviously, a spine in [21] plays a role sim-
ilar to the center chunk in [8]. One limitation of the 1-dimensional structures is that the
variation of skew between different regions are not handled.
The 2-dimensional non-tree structure is also called mesh which can be at either leaf
6level (close to clock sinks) or top level (close to the clock source). In the leaf level mesh
approach [6, 20](Figure 1(c)), a metal wire mesh is overlaid on the entire chip area and
driven at multiple points directly from clock source [6] or through a routing tree [20]. Each
clock sink is connected to the nearest point on the mesh. This technique is proved to be very
effective on suppressing skew variations in microprocessor designs. A leaf level mesh nor-
mally consumes enormous wire resources and power. Moreover, it is hard to be integrated
with clock gating, which is a major power reduction technique. Therefore, its application
is mainly restricted to high-end products such as microprocessors. In contrast, a top level
mesh(Figure 1(d)) may consume less wire and power. In the top level mesh approach [9],
the clock source drives a coarse mesh directly and clock sub-trees are attached to the mesh.
The skew variations on the mesh are negligible, but skew variations within each sub-tree
still exist and they may not be negligible.
Even though several non-tree schemes have been suggested and applied in realistic
designs, there are still some important questions without clear and thorough answers.
 Why does a non-tree network have lower variability compared with a tree? Existing
answers are based on either common sense or empirical simulation results. However,
no theoretical or rigorous explanation has been provided yet.
 Does a non-tree clock network have to be a regular structure? If this restriction
is relaxed, a huge solution space of non-tree topology can be explored. The poor
tractability of timing performance in an arbitrary non-tree needs to solved before it
is utilized.
 What is the most efficient usage of wire resource for reducing skew variability? Ex-
isting non-tree methods often consume excessive amount of wire-length and power.
For example, the top level meshes in [9] result in 59% 	 168% more wire area than
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Fig. 1. Non-tree clock networks: (a) center chunk; (b) spine; (c) leaf level mesh; (d) top
level mesh. Each sink corresponds to a register or a clock subnetwork.
8trees. High expense on wire and power is rarely acceptable in ordinary chip designs
except in the case of a few high-end products. Therefore, low cost non-tree networks
are strongly needed, particularly for ASIC designs.
 Can non-tree topology be applied to achieve useful non-zero skew efficiently? Use-
ful non-zero skew routing[5, 22, 23, 24] becomes more important for the sake of
timing[25] and power/ground noise reduction[26].
In this work, efforts are made toward solving the above problems. We propose another
framework of non-tree network which is constructed by inserting cross links in a clock
tree. An analysis on impact of link insertion on skew variability is performed. The result
of this analysis partially explains the reason why a non-tree may work better than a tree on
skew variation reduction. In this structure, cross links can be inserted where they are most
effective, so that a great wire efficiency can be obtained. Moreover, links can be applied to
achieve variation tolerant non-zero skew easily. We suggest link insertion schemes that can
quickly convert a clock tree to a non-tree with significantly lower skew variability and very
small increase of wire-length. This method provides a low cost alternative to the existing
non-tree methods. Monte Carlo simulations on benchmark circuits show that our method
can achieve remarkable skew variability reduction with very little increase of wire-length.
9CHAPTER III
ANALYTICAL BOUND FOR UNWANTED SKEW DUE TO INTERCONNECT
VARIATION
In this chapter, we describe our work on the analytical bound for the unwanted skew due
to interconnect width variation. This chapter briefly introduces the problem that is being
attempted and emphasizes some of the important points that has been mentioned in the
previous two chapters. The key observation that is used in deriving the analytical bound
is described in Section B. The problem nature is analyzed in Section C. The minimum
delay wire shaping for path with branch loads is described in Section D. In Section E, the
maximum delay wire shaping is derived. The dependence of skew variation bound on the
common path is discussed in Section F. The experimental results are provided in Section G.
A. Introduction
The impact of interconnect variation on clock skew is intrinsically hard to be modeled ef-
ficiently. This is because the worst case interconnect delay does not always occur at the
process variation corner points. This fact makes the corner-point technique not applicable
for interconnect variations. Furthermore, interconnect variations is distributive in nature
in contrast to the localized variations for transistors. Since an interconnect may span a
long distance, using a single variable to model each process parameter such as wire width
or thickness is inadequate to capture the different process variation levels in different re-
gions. This is especially true when the intra-chip variations start to dominate the inter-chip
variations[1]. A naive approach to solve this problem is to segment a long wire into smaller
pieces, and consider the variation of each piece individually. However, this approach may
increase the number of variables considerably and thereby slow down the estimation speed.
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B. Key Observation
The key observation in deriving our analytical bound is : the problem of obtaining the
worst case skew in a clock tree due to wire-width variation is very similar to the problem
of delay-driven optimization of wire width in Physical Design. That is, the problem of
obtaining the worst case skew between any two sinks can be broken down to the problem
of finding the wire-shaping that gives the minimum and maximum delay from the source
to the sink. Once the wire-shaping that gives max/min delays has been obtained, the worst
case skew between any two sinks will be the difference between the maximum delay at one
sink and the minimum delay at the other or vice versa. Also, since this results in closed
form expressions, the evaluation of the skew bound is very quick.
The minimum delay non-uniform wire sizing problem for a 2-pin wire(single load
path) has been solved in [27, 28]. We derive the maximum wire shaping function for both
single load path and multi-pin trees. The minimum delay wire shaping formula for multi-
pin trees is also obtained in our work. Previously, a more general version of this problem
was solved through an iterative algorithm [29]. Similar to the works of [27, 28, 29], we
employ Elmore delay model for our derivations. Besides the bound, we discovered that the
bound for skew between two clock sinks depends on their common upstream path, even
though the skew between them is independent of the common path. This dependence is
analyzed and found to be monotone in nature. These results establish an analytical bound
for the unwanted skews due to wire width variation. Since the analytical bound can be
computed very quickly, it can be applied to process variation aware clock network design
as well as chip level design planning.
11
C. Problem Analysis
Given a pair of sinks s1 and s2 in a clock routing tree, our objective is to find the worst
case skew or the skew bound due to wire width variation. The skew between the two sinks
can be expressed as q12 
 t1 	 t2 where t1 and t2 are the delay from clock driver to s1 and
s2, respectively. When there is wire width variation for the paths from driver to s1 and s2,
the delay t1 and t2 vary in certain ranges of

t1  min  t1  max  and

t2  min  t2  max  , respectively.
Evidently, the worst case skew occurs at q12  max 
 t1  max 	 t2  min or q12  min 
 t1  min 	 t2  max.
In most of the previous works, sometimes the skew is defined as max  q12  max  q12  min  
and sometimes the term skew means the maximum absolute value of skews among all sink
pairs in a clock network. The latter definition of global skew is usually for traditional zero-
skew clock network. For modern aggressive VLSI designs, useful skews [24] are applied
more frequently, thus, we use the concept of local pair-wise skew instead of the single
global skew. In handling process variations and other delay uncertainties, target skews
are usually specified as a set of permissible ranges [30] instead of a set of single values.
Since there might be skew violation on both the upper-bound side and the lower-bound
side of a permissible range, we consider the maximum and the minimum skew separately.
It can be seen that the worst case skew can be obtained by estimating the maximum and the
minimum delays under process variations.
In order to estimate the maximum and the minimum delays due to wire width variation,
we reduce the routing tree into a simplified model demonstrated in Figure 2. In Figure 2(a),
we wish to estimate the skew bound between sink s1 and s4. Since the common upstream
path s0  v7 for s1 and s4 does not contribute to the skew between them, we lump its wire
resistance together with the driver resistance into a virtual driving resistor R at the nearest
common ancestor node v7 for s1 and s4 in Figure 2(b). Note that the value of R does affect
the skew bound value, even though it does not contribute to skew! This will be explained
12
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R
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v6
v7
s1
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(a) (b)
Fig. 2. When estimating the worst case skew between sink s1 and s4 in (a), the clock tree
can be reduced to a simpler model in (b).
in detail in Section F. We call the branches v7  s1 and v7  s4 as critical branches. For
wires off the critical branches such as v5  s2 and v6  s3 in Figure 2(a), their capacitance
can be lumped to their load capacitance to get C2 and C3 at node v5 and v6, respectively. If
we attempt to estimate the maximum(minimum) delay for sink s1, the width of wire v5  s2
should be the maximum(minimum) in order to maximize(minimize) the load C2 for branch
v7  s1.
After the transformation in Figure 2, the worst case skew estimation between two sinks
is reduced to estimating the maximum and the minimum delay of a path as in Figure 3
considering wire width variations. When the wire width w varies in the range of

wlo  whi  ,
we need to find a wire shaping function w  x  such that the delay from the virtual driver
R to the sink is maximized or minimized. The minimum delay wire shaping function for
a path without branch loads is solved in [27, 28]. An iterative wire shaping algorithm is
provided in [29] to minimize a weighted sum of sink delays in a routing tree. Even though
this algorithm can guarantee the optimal wire shaping solution and can be adopted directly
in our case, the convergence rate of this algorithm has not been proved. Since we wish to
minimize the delay to only one particular sink instead of a weighted sum of sinks delays,
we are able to derive an analytical formula of wire shaping in Section D. The formula for
13
R
w(x)
x
l l l l lk+1
C1C2Ck C0
k 2 1 0
Fig. 3. The worst case skew estimation is equivalent to finding wire shaping to maxi-
mize/minimize the delay.
the maximum delay wire shaping is introduced in Section E.
The wire sheet resistance is denoted as r and the wire capacitance per unit length and
unit width is represented as c. If there are k branch loads as indicated in Figure 3, we define
the lumped downstream branch load capacitance as:
CL  x  

C0 : 0  x  l1
C0  C1 : l1  x  l2
.
.
. :
.
.
.
C0  C1       Ck : lk  x  lk  1
(3.1)
This branch load function is depicted in Figure 4. Note that l0 
 0 and lk  1 is same as
the path length L. Then the downstream wire capacitance C  x  at position x is Cw  x  

c
x
0 w  x  dx. The total downstream capacitance can be written as C  x  
 CL  x   Cw  x 
The Elmore delay of the path in Figure 3 can be expressed as:
t


RC  L 

r
L
0
C  x 
w  x 
dx (3.2)
We can define the upstream resistance at position x as R  x 


R

L
x
r
w  x 
. Fixing the wire
shaping function w  x  except an infinitesimal strip of width δ at z and let w  z  to be a
variable y. Then we may obtain the first order derivative of the delay function w.r.t wire
14
x0 l1 l2 l3 lk L
C  (x)L
Fig. 4. The branch load function.
width as:
dt
dy 
 R  z 	
δ
2
 cδ 	 rδ
y2
C  z

δ
2
 (3.3)
Same conclusion is derived in [28] for the single load case, thus we omit the derivation here.
From the above equation we can obtain d2tdy2 

2rδ
y3 C  z 
δ
2 ﬁﬀ 0. Thus the delay function is
convex with respect to y or wire width.
D. The Minimum Delay Wire Shaping for Path with Branch Load
The minimum delay wire shaping for a path with single load  k


0  is shown in [27, 28]. In
this section, we describe the minimum delay wire shaping for a path with multiple branch
loads. Letting q  x 


L
2
rc
RCL  x  , we first obtain the minimum delay wire shaping function
when the wire width variation bound is not considered. (The proof is similar to [28])
Theorem 1: The unconstrained minimum delay wire shaping function for a path with
multiple branch loads is:
w  x 


2CL  x 
cL
W  q  x ﬂ e2W  q  x ﬃ (3.4)
where W  x 


∑∞n  1 ! n 
n " 1
n! x
n is the Lambert’s W function.
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For each wire segment between li  x  li  1  0  i  k  , the wire shaping w  x  is an
exponential function. The overall wire shaping function is a piecewise exponential function
which may be discontinuous at each branch point, since it depends on CL  x  which is a
piecewise constant function whose value changes at the branch points. Even though there
might be discontinuity, this wire shaping is monotonously increasing with respect to x [36].
When the bound on wire width variation

wlo  whi  is considered, the situation is more
complicated. For wire segment between li  x  li  1  0  i  k  , there are six cases that
may occur:
 Case 1: The shaping of entire segment follows the exponential function as in Equa-
tion (3.4).
 Case 2: The width is uniformly whi.
 Case 3: The width is uniformly wlo.
 Case 4: The width is wlo when x is smaller than a value g, and the wire shaping
follows exponential function from g to li  1.
 Case 5: The width is whi when x is greater than a value h, and the wire shaping
follows exponential function from li to h.
 Case 6: The width is wlo when x is smaller than a value g, whi when x is greater than
a value h, and the wire shaping follows exponential function from g to h as shown in
Figure 5
We call the position of x


g and x


h as switching points. The method to decide the
switching points is very complicated as shown in [28]. Moreover, it is possible that all six
cases need to be evaluated to find the exact minimum delay wire shaping. In practice, one
can take the wire shaping according to Equation (3.4) without considering the wire width
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Fig. 5. Case 6 for the minimum delay wire shaping, the wire width is wlo in

0  g  and whi in

h  L  . Between g and h, the wire shape follows exponential function.
bound, and round the width to either wlo or whi at where the width from Equation (3.4)
exceeds the bound. The switching points can be found in the rounding process and the wire
shaping in the exponential segment between x


g and x


h can be recomputed according
to the updated upstream resistance and downstream capacitance. Note that this is slightly
different from the rounding-alone heuristic mentioned in [28]. Even though this heuristic
may result in suboptimal solutions, the computation becomes much easier and we observed
that the error due to this is negligible in practice.
E. The Maximum Delay Wire Shaping
In this section, we will derive the maximum delay wire shaping for both single load path
and path with multiple branch loads. For the ease of presentation, we start with the single
load situation where k


0. It has been shown in Section C that the delay is a convex func-
tion with respect to w  x  . This is illustrated in Figure 6. Therefore, w  x  has to be either
wlo or whi to maximize the delay. Because of Equation (3.3), delay function with respect
to w  x  tends to be monotonously decreasing when x is large or the position is closer to the
driver. Similarly, the delay function is more likely to be monotonously increasing when the
position is closer to the sink side. This fact can be translated to the effect that w  x  will
be wlo when x is large and w  x  will be whi if x is small. When the value of x increases,
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Fig. 6. The delay function w.r.t. wire width is a convex function. The maximum/minimum
delay wire width depends on the overlap between this function and wire width range

wlo  whi  .
the delay function with respect to wire width at x changes in the direction from (a) to (b)
to (c) in Figure 6. Therefore, the maximum delay wire shaping looks like the example in
Figure 7. The next problem is to find the partitioning point x


p where the wire width is
switched from wlo to whi.
When k


0, the Elmore delay for Figure 7 can be written as:
t


αp2

βp

γ (3.5)
α


	
rc  whi 	 wlo 
wlo
β


 whi 	 wlo  Rc 
rcL
wlo
	
rC0
wlowhi

γ


RLcwlo  RC0 
1
2
rcL2

rLC0
wlo
In order to find the p that maximize the delay, we first find the derivative:
dt
dp 
 2αp  β (3.6)
Since α is always negative, d2td p2  0 and the maximum delay is reached when
p


1
2

Rwlo
r

L 	
C0
cwhi
 (3.7)
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Fig. 7. The maximum delay wire shaping.
by letting dtd p 
 0. In other words, p satisfies the following equation:
R
r # wlo

 L 	 p 


p

C0
cwhi
(3.8)
If we transform the driver into a piece of wire with width wlo whose resistance is same
as the driver resistance and treat the load C0 as a wire of width whi with same value of
capacitance C0, then the above equation shows that p makes length of the fat segment the
same as the length of the thin segment.
When we consider the situation with branch loads, i.e., k ﬀ 0, the properties on dtdy for
Equation (3.3) do not change and the wire shape is same as in Figure 7 and the value of p
is determined by:
R
r # wlo

 L 	 p 


p

CL  p 
cwhi
(3.9)
Even though the wire shape in Figure 7 looks strange, it may happen in reality. If the
path is routed in an L-shape with a horizontal and a vertical segment,the two segments are
usually on different metal layers. Therefore, it is likely that the wire width has a abrupt
change at layer switching.
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F. The Skew Bound Depends on the Common Path
It is easy to see that the variation along the upstream common path for a pair of sinks does
not contribute to the skew between them. For the example in Figure 2, the variation along
path s0  v7 has nothing to do with the skew value between sink s1 and sink s4. However,
when the wire width at the common path changes, the resistance value R in Figure 2 also
changes. Also, the maximum/minimum wire shaping from v7 to s1 and s4 will change as
well because both the min-delay wire shaping and max-delay wire shaping depends on the
upstream path. Therefore, the skew bound is affected by the variation of R or their common
path.
Theorem 2: Given fixed switching points, the maximum(minimum) skew between two
sinks is a convex(concave) function with respect to their common driving resistance.
Proof: Let us consider the case where the maximum skew between two sinks s1 and
s4 need to be computed. Let the distance from s1 and s4 to their nearest ancestor node v7
be L1 and L4, respectively. The load capacitance at s1 and s4 are C1 and C4, respectively.
The branch loads are temporarily ignored, the conclusion for path with branch loads is the
same and can be extended from the single load case easily. The maximum skew between
them can be expressed as q14  max 
 t1  max 	 t4  min. From Section D and E, we know that
both t1  max and t4  min depend on the value of R. We will analyze
dq14 $max
dR by evaluating
dt1 $max
dR
and dt4 $mindR .
By plugging Equation (3.7) and the expression of β into βp, we have βp


	 αp2.
Then the maximum delay Equation (3.5) can be transformed to:
t1  max  R  
 αp2  R   γ  R 
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Then we can obtain the derivative:
dt1  max
dR 
 2αp  R 
dp
dR 
dγ
dR (3.10)


c  whi 	 wlo  p  R   L1cwlo  C1


cwlo  whi 	 wlo 
2r
R (3.11)

1
2
 wlo  whi % L1c 
C1
whi

The derivative of t4  min depends on the six different cases described in Section D. We
will show the derivations for the most basic case 1 and the most complex case 6. Derivations
for other cases are similar, and all these cases lead to the same conclusion.
For case 1, the equation for the minimum delay (for single load case) is given as [27]
t4  min 

1
4
crL24  1  2W  xˆ ﬂ# W  xˆ  2 (3.12)
where W  xˆ  is the Lambert’s W function and xˆ


L4
2
cr
C4R . Since the Lambert’s W func-
tion satisfies W  xˆ  eW  xˆ 


xˆ, we can obtain its derivative as
W &' xˆ 


W  xˆ 
xˆ  1

W  xˆ ﬂ
(3.13)
Then we have the derivative of t4  min with respect to R:
dt4  min
dR 

rcL24
4W 2  xˆ  R
(3.14)
Combining Equation (3.10) and (3.14), we can get the second order derivative of
q14  max:
d2q14  max
dR2 

cwlo  whi 	 wlo 
2r 
l24r2c
4rR2W  xˆ  1

W  xˆ ﬂ
(3.15)
Evidently, d
2q14 $max
dR2 ﬀ 0 and q14  max  R  is a convex function.
Now we consider case 6 which is more complex and general. The wire shaping for
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case 6 is depicted in Figure 5. We can divide this wire into three segments: (i) the thin
segment from x


0 to x


g, (ii) the exponential segment between x


g and x


h and
(iii) the fat segment from x


h to x


L4. We use Cthin 
 cwlog, Cexp 
 hg cw  x  dx and
C f at 
 cwhi  L4 	 h  to represent the wire capacitance for each segment. Similarly, the wire
resistance for each segment can be defined as Rthin 
 rgwlo , Rexp 

h
g
r
w  x 
dx and R f at 

r  L4  h 
whi
.
We can find the wire delay for the exponential segment itself as:
t˜


h
g
r
w  x 
x
g
cw  z  dz dx (3.16)
For the exponential segment, we can treat the fat segment as part of its driving resistance
and the thin segment as part of its load capacitance. Thus we can express the delay from
x


h to x


g as:
texp 
  R  R f at  Cexp  Cthin  C4   t˜  Rexp  Cthin  C4 
The value of texp can be obtained through Equation (3.12) except that the R is replaced by
˜R


R

r  L4  h 
whi
and the C4 is replaced by ˜C4 
 C4  gcwlo.
The total path delay from x


L4 to x 
 0 can be written as:
t4  min 
 R  C f at  Cexp  Cthin  C4 

R f at 
1
2
C f at  Cexp  Cthin  C4 

t˜

Rexp  Cthin  C4 

Rthin 
1
2
Cthin  C4 


texp  RC f at 
1
2
R f atC f at  Rthin 
1
2
Cthin  C4 


1
4
cr  h 	 g  2  1

2W  x˜ (# W  x˜  2

RC f at 
1
2
R f atC f at  Rthin 
1
2
Cthin  C4 
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where x˜


h  g
2
rc
˜R ˜C4
. Comparing the above equation and Equation (3.12), the differences
are (i) there are additional terms with at most linear dependence on R and (ii) R is replaced
by ˜R through a linear transformation. Since both differences have only linear dependence
on R, they do not change the property of d
2t4 $min
dR2 ﬀ 0 and q14  max  R  is still a convex function
for case 6. Other cases can be proved in the same way.
For a path with multiple branch loads, the difference is that the constant load C4 is
replaced by the branch load function CL  x  . Since the branch load function is piecewise
constant, it does not change the property of d
2t4 $min
dR2 ﬀ 0 either. Since q14  min 
 t1  min 	 t4  max
is symmetric to q14  max 
 t1  max 	 t4  min, we can conclude that q14  min is a concave function
with respect to R. Q.E.D.
According to Theorem 2, we need to compute the wire shaping for q14  max twice, one
with the minimum R by setting the wire width along the common path s0  v7 to whi, the
other with the maximum R by letting the wire width along the common path be wlo. The
maximum of the two skew results is finally selected as the worst case bound.
G. Experimental Results
In order to validate the bound we derived, we implemented our formulas, Monte Carlo
and the interval analysis [12] for comparisons. Even though Monte Carlo method is not
efficient, it can generate a reliable estimation on the worst case performance if the number
of iterations is sufficiently large. Therefore, the result of Monte Carlo serves as an ideal
baseline for comparisons. The reason to compare with interval analysis method is because
its objective is very close to ours: to establish a bound efficiently.
The test cases are the r1 	 r5 which are applied in the bounded skew clock rout-
ing (BST) work [35]. We downloaded the BST code from the GSRC bookshelf  htt p :
#)# vlsicad   ucsd   edu # GSRC # bookshel f # Slots # BST #* and generated clock routing trees for
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Fig. 8. Histogram of difference compared with Monte Carlo simulation for the maximum
skew.
Fig. 9. Histogram of difference compared with Monte Carlo simulation for the minimum
skew.
r1 	 r5 by running the BST code. The global skew bound is set to be 100ps. We assume
+ 30% variations on wire width. We implemented our formulas, Monte Carlo and the inter-
val analysis method in C language. The experiments are performed on a PC with Pentium
III, 655 MHz processor and 512 MB memory.
We evaluated the skew bound due to wire width variations for 6725 pairs of sinks in
the five testcases of r1 	 r5 by all of the three methods. In order to obtain a meaningful
estimation, we segment long wires into small pieces of about 50µm for the Monte Carlo
and interval analysis. Therefore, the wire width for each piece is an individual variable. For
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each sink pair, we run Monte Carlo simulation for 50,000 trials when the width for each
wire piece is selected randomly in the range of

wlo  whi  . When estimating the minimum
delay wire shaping we applied the heuristic described in Section D to decide the switching
points and the optimal wire shaping for them. This heuristic brings great implementation
convenience with negligible quality penalty.
Table I. Comparison of computation time in seconds.
Testcase #sinks #pairs Monte Carlo Interval Ours
r1 267 266 8277 3 0.46
r2 598 597 35684 7 4.72
r3 862 861 70288 14 9.65
r4 1903 1902 180270 90 38.31
r5 3100 3099 408750 277 77.5
We take the result from Monte Carlo simulation as baseline. The result from our
bound is evaluated by taking the difference between them. In other words, we evaluate
the maximum/minimum skew from our bound minus the maximum/minimum skew from
Monte Carlo simulation for each pair of sinks. The bound result from the interval analysis
is evaluated in the same way. Figure 8 and 9 show the histograms of the difference for the
maximum skew and the minimum skew, respectively. In Figure 8, the difference from our
bound is almost alway greater than zero. Meanwhile, the difference from our bound for the
minimum skew in Figure 9 is almost always non-positive. This fact tells that our method
generally provides a bound for the worst case skew in practice, even though we applied
heuristic in the implementation. Some sink pairs have similar path lengths to their nearest
common ancestor node and the driver, thus they have similar skew variation behaviors.
This fact results in serval peaks in the histograms. Figure 8 and 9 show that the peaks from
our method are closer to zero difference compared to the peaks from the interval analysis.
Thus, our method provides a tighter bound than the interval analysis. Moreover, our method
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gives less number of under-estimations compared with the interval analysis.
The computation time for each method is shown in Table I. In Table I, column 2
and column 3 show the number of sinks and the number of sink pairs whose skew are
evaluated. We can see that the runtime from the Monte Carlo simulation is impractical.
Compared with interval analysis, the runtime of our method is always shorter.
The conclusion and future research for this chapter will be discussed in the chapter V
of this thesis.
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CHAPTER IV
REDUCING SKEW VARIABILITY BY CROSS LINK ADDITION
In this chapter, we describe our work on the cross link based non-tree topology. This
chapter briefly introduces the problem that is being attempted and emphasizes some of the
important points that has been mentioned in the introductory chapters. In Section B, we
discuss about the skew in general RC networks. After our analysis of the skew in RC net-
works, we then describe about the effects and different scenarios of adding links in a clock
tree. Based on this, we propose different link insertion schemes in Section C. Finally, in
Section D we discuss about the experimental results for the different link insertion schemes.
A. Introduction
As one of the largest nets and one of the most frequently switching nets at the same time,
the clock network has paramount influence on both energy efficiency and power/ground
noise[26]. Therefore, the objective of clock network design has long been delivering zero
clock skew[31] or useful non-zero skew[25] with a minimum size/wirelength[32, 24]. The
unwanted skew variations in a CDN are not only harmful to timing performance but also
difficult to control, because reliable estimations on these variations are generally not avail-
able during clock network design.
As discussed in chapter 2, one of the most effective methods in reducing clock skew
variability is non-tree clock routing. Most of the existing non-tree routing belong to very
simple and regular type of structures. If this requirement is relaxed, the resulting solution
space is huge. The advantage of a large solution space is that it is likely that a good non-tree
topology with less variability exists. But the obvious disadvantage is the problem of finding
the good non-tree topology that satisfies our requirement in such big solution space. In this
work, we attempt to address this problem by inserting cross links in a given clock tree.
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B. Skew in RC Network
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Fig. 10. Cross link insertion.
In this section, delay and skew variation of a non-tree RC network will be analyzed.
Elmore delay model is employed due to its high fidelity[33] and ease of computation. A
SPICE simulation is performed on a simple case to verify a conclusion from Elmore delay
model.
1. Delay In RC Network
The Elmore delay at node i in an RC network is given by ti 
 ∑ j Ri  jC j where C j is the
ground capacitance at node j. The transfer resistance Ri  j is equal to the voltage at node i
when 1A current is injected into node j and all other node capacitors are zero[10]. A non-
tree RC network can be represented by a graph G


 V  E  with the node set V composed
by the source, sinks and Steiner nodes. The graph can be decomposed to a spanning tree
T


 V  ET  and a set of link edges El such that E 
 ET , El . As an alternative approach[11]
more suitable for analysis, the delay from the source to each node can be evaluated by
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starting with delays in the tree T and then incrementally inserting every link edge in El.
In Figure 10, a network is indicated by the solid lines and a cross link is inserted
between node u - V and node w - V . If the link has a wire resistance of Rl and wire
capacitance of Cl, the link insertion can be decomposed to inserting a resistor of Rl between
u and w and adding a capacitor of Cl2 at node u and w. Adding link capacitors does not
change the network topology,thus its effect can be estimated easily. If the Elmore delay
from the source to any sink i is ti before the link insertion, the delay t˜i after only adding the
link capacitors is given by:
t˜i 
 ti 
Cl
2
 Ri  u  Ri  w  (4.1)
The impact of the link resistance Rl can be analyzed through the technique by Chan and
Karplus[11]. According to [11], the delay at node i is changed from t˜i to tˆi given by:
tˆi 
 t˜i 	
t˜u 	 t˜w
Rl  ru 	 rw
ri (4.2)
where ri,ru and rw are equal to the Elmore delay at i, u and w when Cu 
 1  Cw 
 	 1 and
the other node capacitance are zero.
2. Skew Variability Between Link Endpoints
If a link is inserted between node u and node w, let us first look at its impact on skew
between u and w. If the delay from the source to u and w are tu and tw, respectively, the
skew between them is qu  w 
 tu 	 tw. According to Equation(4.1) and Equation(4.2), the
skew qˆu  w after the link insertion is:
qˆu  w 

Rl
Rl  ru 	 rw
 qu  w 
Cl
2
 Ru  u 	 Rw w ( (4.3)
The effect of the link capacitance Cl and the link resistance Rl can be separated. The link
capacitance often changes the skew value as the value of Ru  u is often different from Rw w.
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The effect of the link resistance Rl can be found by neglecting Cl and the following
equation.
qˆu  w 

Rl
Rl  ru 	 rw
qu  w (4.4)
Thus, the effect of Rl depends on the value of qu  w. A case of our special interest is when
the nominal skew between u and w is zero. In this case, Rl does not affect the nominal
skew and qu  w may represent the unwanted skew due to variations. Then, we can reach the
following useful conclusions.
Lemma 1: If two distinctive nodes in an RC network have zero nominal skew between
them, inserting a resistor between them always reduces their skew variability.
Proof: When a resistor Rl is inserted between two distinctive nodes u and w which
have zero nominal skew between them, then the skew variation between them, qu  w , will be
scaled by a factor of RlRl  ru  rw according to equation(4.4). Since ru is obtained by computing
the Elmore delay when Cu 
 1, Cw 
 	 1 and the capacitance at other nodes are zero,
ru 
 Ru  u 	 Ru  w. According to the computation of the transfer resistance, Ru  u . Ru  w and
ru . 0. Similarly, rw 
 Ru  w 	 Rw w  0. Since u and w are two distinct nodes with zero
nominal skew, neither ru 
 0 nor rw 
 0 can happen. Thus, ru 	 rw ﬀ 0 is always true and
therefore,  ˆqu  w /0 qu  w  is always true.
Lemma 2: In a clock tree, considering that a resistor Rl is inserted between two
disjoint paths p

b and p

r, where b and r are two leaf nodes and p is their nearest
common ancestor node, and link endpoints u - p

r and w - p

b always have zero
nominal skew, the variability of skew qr b becomes smaller when the resistor is moved from
p toward leaf nodes b and r.
Proof: The resistor insertion is illustrated in figure 10. The variation of skew between
r and b after inserting resistor Rl between u and w can be expressed as:
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ˆqr b 

Rl
Rl  ru 	 rw
qu  w  qur wb (4.5)
where qur wb 
 tu  r 	 tw b is the difference between delays of path u  r and path
w

b. Since the RC network is a tree before inserting the resistance, ru and 	 rw are the
total resistance along path p

u and p

w, respectively. Thus Rloop 
 Rl  ru 	 rw is the
total resistance along the loop of p

u

w

p. Original variation of skew between r
and b is qr b 
 qu  w  qur wb. The effect of inserting the resistance is to scale the value of
qu  w by RlRloop  1. When the resistor is moved from the nearest common ancestor towards r
and b, RlRloop becomes smaller and smaller and greater portion of qr b is scaled down.
Fig. 11. Skew variation vs. link position from both SPICE and Elmore delay model.
Lemma 1 and Lemma 2 are based on Elmore delay model which is often criticized for
its inaccuracy and particularly for neglecting the resistive shielding effect[34]. However,
the resistive shielding effect is prominent only at nodes close to the source while clock
sinks are generally far away from the source node. Hence, the inaccuracy of Elmore delay
at clock sinks is usually insignificant. A SPICE simulation is performed on a simple case
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to verify Lemma 2 and demonstrate the fidelity of Elmore delay model. In this simple case,
two sinks are driven by a source directly. The two sinks have the same load capacitance and
the same distance of 100µm from the source. We let the driver resistance, wire width and
the sink capacitance have + 15% variation following a normal distribution. We obtain skew
variation between the two sinks when a link is inserted between two source-sink paths at
20µm, 40µm, 60µm, 80µm and 100µm away from the source. The size of the link is constant
in each test. The worst case skew and the standard deviation of skew variation from both
SPICE model and the Elmore delay model are plotted in Figure 11. This plot shows that
there is strong correlation between SPICE results and Elmore delay results. In addition, the
SPICE simulation results support the conclusion of Lemma 2.
3. Skew Variability Between Any Equal Delay Nodes
From Equation (4.1) and (4.2), the skew between two arbitrary node i and j after inserting
link between u and w is:
qˆi  j 
 qi  j 
Cl
2
 Ri  u  Ri  w 	 R j  u 	 R j  w 1	
qˆu  w
Rl
 ri 	 r j  (4.6)
Evidently, the link capacitance Cl usually changes the nominal skew. If only the link
resistance Rl is considered, the skew becomes:
qˆi  j 
 qi  j 	
ri 	 r j
Rl  ru 	 rw
qu  w (4.7)
We consider the case where the nominal skew is zero between u and w as well as i and j.
In this case, Rl does not affect the nominal skew between i and j. Further, both qu  w and
qi  j can be treated as skew variations. Then, Equation(4.7) can be interpreted as that qu  w is
scaled by ri  r jRl  ru  rw and added to qi  j. Whether the magnitude of qi  j is reduced depends on
the signs of qu  w, qi  j and ri 	 r j.
If we consider in the context of inserting links in a clock tree T


 V  TE  , the node u
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is in a sub-tree Tf 2 T and the node w is in another sub-tree Tg 2 T as shown in Figure 10.
The root node of Tf and Tg are the two child nodes of the nearest common ancestor node p
between u and w. The effect of Rl on qi  j depends on the locations of i and j in T and can
be analyzed in three scenarios as follows.
Scenario 1: One of i and j is in sub-tree Tf and the other is in sub-tree Tg, ex.,
i - Tf and j - Tg. Since i and u are in the same sub-tree, their delay ti and tu have certain
correlation with respect to t j or tw. Similarly, delay t j is more correlated with tw than with
ti or tu. Therefore, there is certain correlation between qi  j and qu  w. If the correlation is
sufficiently strong, qi  j and qu  w usually have the same sign. As ru 	 rw . ri 	 r j . 0 (proof
is similar to Lemma 1), the link resistance may reduce the variability of skew between i
and j. In a special case, when i is u and j is w, i.e., qi  j and qu  w have perfect correlation,
the link resistance always reduces skew variability as stated in Lemma 1.
Scenario 2: Both i and j are in the same sub-tree Tf or Tg. In this scenario, ri and
r j have same sign and ri  r jRl  ru  rw is generally smaller than 0   5. Thus, the skew variation
between i and j is increased or decreased by a small fraction of  qu  w  . Since i and j are in
the same sub-tree, their skew variation in original tree is usually not large either.
Scenario 3: One of i and j is in the sub-tree Tp and the other node is disjoint with Tp.
For example, i is in Tp like b and j is not in Tp like d in Figure 10. If node j is disjoint
with Tp, there is no overlap between any source-to- j path and Tp. Hence, r j 
 0 and there
is no predictable correlation between qi  j and qu  w. In the worst case of signs, qi  j has sign
opposite to qu  wri. Since the nominal skew between u and w is zero, ru 3 	 rw 3  ri  in
general. Therefore, Rl may increase or decrease the skew variation between i and j by a
half of the skew variation between u and w.
In summary, the link resistance Rl usually reduces skew variability in Scenario 1, may
increase skew variability a little in Scenario 2, and may increase skew variability more in
Scenario 3.
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C. Link Insertion Based Non-tree Clock Routing
1. Algorithm Overview
Our objective is to design a clock routing algorithm that can achieve low skew variability
and low wire consumption. Based on the analysis in Section B, we propose to construct the
clock network by inserting cross links to a clock tree. In this incremental approach, many
existing clock tree routing algorithms[32, 24] can be utilized and the non-tree clock routing
problem becomes more manageable.
x
Source
jpi
(a) (b)
p j i
Tapping point
Fig. 12. Tune location x of tapping point p such that nominal skew between sinks in sub-tree
Ti and Tj is same as specifications. If there is great imbalance between Ti and Tj,
wire snaking may be necessary as in (b).
Each link insertion can be decomposed to adding link capacitance to its endpoints
and inserting link resistance. Based on the analysis in Section B, the nominal skews may
be affected by a link capacitance. The nominal skew change can be removed by tuning
tapping points as in [31]. An example of the tuning is shown in Figure 12. Even though the
location of the tapping point is determined based on Elmore delay model in [31], the basic
idea in [31] can be applied on any delay model. As long as a delay model is monotone, the
location of the tapping point can be found through a binary search. After tuning tapping
points, the link resistance can be inserted. According to the analysis in Section B, link
resistance does not affect nominal skew when its two endpoints have zero nominal skew
before link insertion.
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We add link capacitance to all selected node pairs simultaneously and perform tuning
only once at each tapping point before inserting link resistances. The tuning proceed in a
bottom-up traversal of the clock tree. During the traversal, when a tapping point is encoun-
tered, the tuning is performed in the same way as in [31]. After the tuning is completed,
the clock tree should provide skews same as those in the initial tree.
Our algorithm flow can be summarized as:
1. Obtain initial clock tree.
2. Select node pairs where cross links will be inserted.
3. Add link capacitance to the selected nodes.
4. Tune tapping points to restore original skew.
5. Insert link resistance to the selected node pairs.
2. Selecting Node Pairs for Link Insertion
In the algorithm flow, the major problem is how to choose the node pairs for link insertions.
We always choose node pairs with zero nominal skew so that no nominal skew is affected by
the link resistance. We also prefer node pairs close to each other so that the link capacitance
Cl is small and less wire snaking may happen in tuning tapping points. Based on the
analysis in Section B, we investigate a rule based selection scheme and a minimum weight
matching based selection scheme.
a. Rule Based Selection Scheme
The rule based approach is derived directly from Equation(4.3) and Lemma 2 in Section 2.
The conclusions in Section 3 are less rigorous than those in Section 2 and hard to be trans-
lated to clear rules. Lemma 2 indicates that the skew variability reduction for a pair of sinks
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is more effective when the link is closer to the sinks. Therefore, we restrain the node pairs
to be sink pairs for zero skew routing.
α rule: In the initial tree, Rloop 
 Rl  ru 	 rw is the total resistance along the loop of
p

u

w

p. According to Equation(4.3), the link resistance is more effective when
the ratio α


Rl
Rloop is smaller. Thus the first rule is the ratio α  αmax.
β rule: Based on Equation(4.3), the impact of the link capacitance can be reduced
when β



Cl
2  Ru  u 	 Rw w 4 is small or no greater than a certain bound βmax. In addition
to restraining the link size, this rule is in favor of node pairs that have similar path length
from the source.
γ rule: The nearest common ancestor(NCA) node for a sink pair has certain depth in
the original tree. For the example in Figure 10, the NCA p of r and b has depth 2. We call
this depth as the level of the node pair and denote it as γ. Lemma 2 implies that the value
of γ needs to be small or no greater than a bound γmax.
It can be observed that there is redundancy in the three rules. But according to our
experimental results, all three rules are necessary in general. The rule based node pair se-
lection scheme is simply choosing all the sink pairs that satisfy all the three rules. The
advantage of this scheme is its simplicity. The weakness is the neglection of the effects
discussed in Section 3 which are considered in the minimum weight based matching algo-
rithm.
b. Minimum Weight Matching Based Selection
According to Lemma 1, when a link resistance is inserted between a pair of nodes, it always
reduces skew variation between them. However, the effect of this link on skew of other node
pairs is very subtle.
According to the analysis in Section 3, scenario 3 needs to be avoided, since a link
between u and w in a sub-tree Tp may hurt the variability of skew between a sink in Tp and
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a sink outside Tp. Scenario 3 can be avoided by choosing node pairs between left child
sub-tree and right child sub-tree of a node of depth 1. For example, links between sub-tree
Tp and sub-tree Td of depth 1 node h in Figure 10 can avoid scenario 3, since there is no
sinks outside of Th. Node pairs for these links can be characterized by the depth of their
nearest common ancestor node h, which can be called γ level by using the term in the γ rule
of previous section. Therefore, we need to have node pairs with γ


1.
Links inserted between sub-tree Td and sub-tree Tp often improve skew variability be-
tween sinks between Td and Tp according to analysis of scenario 1. However, these links
may increase skew variability between sinks within Td or Tp as discussed in scenario 2.
These degradation can be compensated if links are inserted between sub-sub-trees within
sub-tree Td or Tp. In other words, node pairs of γ 
 2 need to be considered. This proce-
dure can be repeated recursively till γ is sufficiently large. The sub-trees corresponding to
large γ are mostly small and the skew variability inside is usually insignificant. The main
algorithm description on this recursive procedure is given in Figure 13.
Procedure: SelectNodePairs  Tv 
Input: Sub-tree Tv rooted at node v
Output: Node pair set P
1. l 5 left child node of v
2. r 5 right child node of v
3. P 5 PairBetweenTrees  Tl  Tr 
4. If Depth  v 



DepthLimit, return P
5. P 5 P
,
SelectNodePairs  Tl 
6. P 5 P
,
SelectNodePairs  Tr 
7. Return P
Fig. 13. Main algorithm of selecting node pairs for link insertion.
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Right subtree
Left subtree
Fig. 14. A bipartite graph model for selecting 4 node pairs between two sub-trees. Each
node corresponds to a sub-sub-tree in a sub-tree. An edge weight is the shortest
Manhattan distance between leaf(sink) nodes of two sub-sub-trees.
A sub-problem to be solved is how to select node pairs between two sub-trees Tl and
Tr. This is the subroutine PairBetweenTrees  Tl  Tr  in line 3 of Figure 13. We decompose
each sub-tree into k sub-sub-trees and select k node pairs between sub-sub-trees in Tl and
sub-sub-trees in Tr. This problem can be modeled in a bipartite graph and solved by the
minimum weight matching algorithm. If the sub-tree Tl is decomposed to sub-sub-tree
set Sl 
76 Tl1  Tl2      Tlk 8 and Tr is decomposed to Sr 
96 Tr1  Tr2      Trk 8 , each node in the
bipartite graph corresponds to a sub-sub-tree. There is an edge between each node in Sl and
each node in Sr. The edge weight between a sub-sub-tree pair Tli and Tr j is the Manhattan
distance between the nearest sink pair u - Tli and w - Tr j. An example of the bipartite
graph with k


4 is shown in Figure 14. The minimum weight matching result may select
a set of node pairs between Sl and Sr with the minimum total link length. The rationale
behind this scheme is to distribute the links evenly in a sub-tree such that the scenario 2
effect is less.
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3. Non-zero Skew Routing
The link insertion based non-tree clock routing can be easily extended to achieve non-zero
skews. Node pairs can be selected same as in Figure 13. If a sink pair  a  c  have non-zero
nominal skew qa  c 
 ta 	 tc ﬀ 0, a link can be inserted between sink c and a point k in the
parent edge of a such that nominal delay tc 
 tk as illustrated in Figure 10.
D. Experimental Results
The experiments are performed on a Linux machine with dual 1GHz AMD microprocessor
and 512M memory. The benchmark circuits are r1-r5 downloaded from GSRC Bookshelf
 htt p : #)# vlsicad   ucsd   edu # GSRC # bookshel f # Slots # BST #* . The variation factors consid-
ered in the experiments include the clock driver resistance, wire width and each sink load
capacitance. We let the driver resistance, wire width and the sink capacitance have + 15%
variation following a normal distribution. In the experiments, the skew variations and wire-
length are compared among clock trees, tree+links and meshes. For each clock network, a
Monte Carlo simulation of 1000 trials is performed to obtain the maximum skew variation
(MSV) and the standard deviation (SD) of skew variations. A skew variation is the max
sink delay minus the min sink delay in a trial.
The clock trees are obtained by running the BST [35] code which is also downloaded
from the same web site of GSRC Bookshelf. When running the BST code, the global skew
bound is set to 0 so that zero skew clock trees are obtained. The size of benchmark circuits,
skew variations and wire-length of clock trees are given in Table II.
We implemented the proposed link insertion based methods and leaf level mesh meth-
ods to construct non-tree networks including four variants:
 Link-R: The proposed link insertion based non-tree, with rule based node pair selec-
tion.
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Table II. Maximum skew variation (MSV), standard deviation (SD) and total wire-length of
trees. The CPU time is from running BST code.
Testcase # sinks MSV SD wirelen CPU(s)
r1 267 0.265 0.042 1320665 1
r2 598 0.759 0.112 2602908 3
r3 862 0.934 0.166 3388951 4
r4 1903 2.321 0.317 6828510 12
r5 3101 5.792 1.149 10242660 18
 Link-M: The proposed link insertion based non-tree, with the minimum weight match-
ing based node pair selection.
 Mesh-S: sparse leaf level mesh driven by an H-tree.
 Mesh-D: dense leaf level mesh driven by an H-tree.
The experimental results on these four variants are shown in Table III. The value of the
maximum skew variation(MSV), standard deviation(SD) and wire-length are expressed as
the ratio with respect to the results of clock trees.
In Link-R, the rules are αmax 
 0   1, βmax 
 10 for r1-r3, βmax 
 50 for r4 and r5, and
γmax 
 1. These rules are chosen empirically as they yield relatively low variation results.
In Link-M, k


2 for γ


1 for r1 and r2, i.e., 2 links are inserted at the level of γ


1. Since
r3 is larger, k


4 at γ


1 is applied. Testcase of r4 and r5 are the largest, hence, we insert
links with k


2 at level γ


2 in addition to 4 links at γ


1.
The observations from Table III include:
 The minimum weight matching based link method is always superior to the rule
based method on both variability and wire-length. For this reason, we skip results of
rule based method with other rule parameters.
 A dense mesh always yields less variations than a sparse mesh, but consumes more
wire-length as expected.
 All four variants work better on larger nets than on smaller nets. For a large net,
a tree is dense in term of the number of wire segments, therefore redundant signal
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Table III. Skew variations and wire-length in terms of tree results. Size of a tree+link net-
work is the number of links. Size of a mesh is #rows  #columns.
Case Method size MSV SD wirelen CPU(s)
r1 Link-R 6 0.65 0.97 1.053 0.039
Link-M 2 0.60 0.80 1.009 0.068
Mesh-S 11 : 11 0.99 0.99 1.69 0.045
Mesh-D 21 : 21 0.76 0.66 2.42 0.045
r2 Link-R 20 0.72 0.90 1.027 0.087
Link-M 2 0.68 0.84 1.009 0.098
Mesh-S 15 : 15 0.84 0.82 1.76 0.046
Mesh-D 29 : 29 0.60 0.48 2.38 0.046
r3 Link-R 29 0.76 0.88 1.074 0.13
Link-M 4 0.64 0.83 1.017 0.18
Mesh-S 19 : 21 0.26 0.36 1.69 0.046
Mesh-D 35 : 37 0.15 0.19 2.47 0.046
r4 Link-R 19 0.53 0.35 1.013 0.38
Link-M 6 0.46 0.35 1.008 0.43
Mesh-S 27 : 29 0.23 0.34 1.68 0.048
Mesh-D 55 : 57 0.09 0.18 2.32 0.048
r5 Link-R 57 0.31 0.15 1.030 0.53
Link-M 6 0.26 0.14 1.008 0.52
Mesh-S 37 : 39 0.08 0.10 1.61 0.051
Mesh-D 75 : 77 0.03 0.06 2.31 0.051
propagation paths can be established with less efforts. In other words, a link of same
size has more chance to short two tree segments in a denser tree (or larger net) than
in a sparse tree (or smaller net).
 Except r1, a mesh usually provides lower skew variability than a link based non-tree.
But, the wire increase of a mesh is much greater than a link based non-tree. For all
solutions from Link-M, the wire-length increase over a tree is never greater than 2%.
 The method of Link-M results in 32% 	 74% reduction on the maximum skew varia-
tion, and 10% 	 86% reduction on the standard deviation, except for r1. Considering
less than 2% wire increase, such significant improvement indicates great wire usage
efficiency.
The CPU time in seconds are displayed in the right-most column in Table III. The
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CPU time for link insertion includes the time for node pair selection and tuning tapping
points. Even though the CPU time of link insertion is usually greater than constructing a
mesh, it is still negligible, especially compared with the time of clock tree construction.
An experiment on non-zero skew routing is performed on r1. The result shows that
Link-M reduces standard deviation by 11% over tree with 2% increase on wire-length. A
dense mesh reduces standard deviation by 15% with 179% increase on wire-length.
The conclusion and future research for this chapter will be discussed in the chapter V
of this thesis.
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CHAPTER V
CONCLUSION
In the first part of the thesis, an analytical bound for the unwanted skew due to wire width
variation has been obtained. Experimental results show that our method is safer, faster and
more accurate than the interval analysis. Since this bound can be obtained very quickly, it
can be applied to interconnect variation driven design and design planning.
In the second part of the thesis, a low cost non-tree clock routing method has been
proposed to reduce skew variability. The non-tree network is obtained by inserting cross
links in a given clock tree. The effect of link insertion on skew variation has been analyzed.
Based on the analysis, link insertion algorithms have been developed. Experimental results
show that this method can reduce skew variations remarkably with little extra wire resource.
This method can be applied to achieve low variation non-zero skew as well. Its accuracy can
be improved by adopting a higher order delay model. The efficiency of link insertion can
be further improved by considering skew permissible ranges[30] so that links are inserted
only between nodes with tight permissible ranges.
This thesis work is one step further toward addressing the challenging skew variation
problem.
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